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January ECF Grading List 

Most chess players have a competitive streak and the publication of the latest ECF grading list gives 

us the opportunity to assess our performance over recent months and also to compare it with other 

local players.  For most Plymouth club members there was little movement in the January list and 

our top three players remain Neil Crickmore on 214, David Twine on 182 and Plamen Sivrev on 164. 

However there is no doubt who was the star of the January list, Terry Wang coming in with a 

fantastic 158 standard play grade and a whopping 175 rapidplay grade!!  Congratulations Terry.  As 

Terry’s performance in the recent East Devon Congress has demonstrated, these grades were no 

fluke! See the Congress report below. 

Well done also to those who saw grade rises in the double figures: Gary Behan up from 95 to 105; 

Andrew Wright Rapidplay grade up from 86 to 110; and Derek Scantlebury Rapidplay grade up from 

98 to 109. 

Tournament, Congress & Competition reports 

4th Plymouth Rapidplay Chess Congress, Sunday 3rd December – report by Martin Quinn 

Thirty eight players took part in this popular competition which is increasingly important feature of 
the chess calendar in the region.  Plymouth club members Andrei Rozanov and Plamen Sivrev had 
the best of the early rounds.  Plamen won his first three games followed by two draws but a loss to 
Paul Hampton from the East Devon Seaton chess club in the final round meant the difference 
between 1st place and finishing out of the prize money – the win meant Paul took 1st place.   Andrei 
had an even better start, winning his first four games followed by a draw.  Unfortunately he also lost 
in the final round to Paul’s Seaton club team mate Jonathan Underwood which meant he and 
Jonathan shared second place. 

Plymouth Chess Club players were out in force and although they failed to get into the top three 
places, five club members won grading prizes.  Amongst these was Terry Wang who achieved an 
great result by winning two games and drawing four to go through the six rounds undefeated.  This 
included a draw with Devon county 1st team captain Jonathan Underwood. 

The event was organised by Tony Tatam and this year in recognition of Tony’s long service to chess 
in Plymouth the Club committee awarded the Congress champion the Tony Tatam Cup.   

The Plymouth Chess Congress has quickly earned a reputation as a friendly and fun event with raffle 
draws between each round and prizes of chocolates and wine, so many players who didn’t have the 
best of days on the chessboard still didn’t go away empty handed. 



  
Play about to start in the Plymouth Rapidplay Congress champion Paul Hampton receives the 

Tony Tatam Cup from Tony 
 

London Chess Classic and London Chess Festival, 2nd to 11th December, Olympia Conference Centre 

– Report by David Twine 

Myself and Martin Quinn spent 3 days at the London Chess Classic based at Olympia between 

December 8-10th. It was the final weekend of the London Chess Classic and the Grand Chess Tour so 

we hoped to see some fighting top level chess as well as practice our own somewhat lower level of 

the game.    

Day One 

 
 

London Chess Classic underway at the Olympia Conference Centre 



 
 On the Friday we watched the Grandmasters in action and were joined by Mark Cockerton from 

Teignmouth who, like us, had entered the weekend rapid and blitz tournaments.  We saw Carlsen 

and the rest of the GM’s as they made their first moves for the cameras. We then moved into the 

commentary room as the games progressed into the middle game, where Daniel King and Indian 

WGM Tania Sachdev entertained the audience with their analysis of games on a large screen. They 

did not use computer engines for analysis and this made it all so much more interesting and made 

you appreciate the quality of the GM’s play. Of particular interest was Nakamura v Carlsen in a 

Scotch Game in which Nakamura played h4 and Rh3 exasperating the coaches in the crowd who said 

it contravened everything they teach young players (who were advised to look away).   And 

Nakamura brilliantly achieved a winning position too, which Carlsen stubbornly resisted and 

gradually undermined to hold the draw. The main excited conversation amongst the experts was 

about the Alpha Zero chess engine that recently crushed the current silicon champ, remaining 

unbeaten in 100 games!  Meanwhile  Mickey Adams lost his game against Ian Nepomniatchi in a 

decidedly human manner. He achieved a passed, seemingly well-supported (though isolated) pawn, 

after a Queenside attack, and then lost the pawn and the ensuing drawn Rook endgame.  

 

Day Two 

I played in the Rapid U1825 and Martin in the U1650 section.    

 

Martin prepares to face a tough opponent on 
the Grand Chess Tour (in his dreams!) 

 
The time allocation was 20 minutes + 10 second increments. After the recent introduction of digital 

clocks at Plymouth we were not phased by this. Our respective fortunes followed different 

trajectories. Martin won his first game and stayed on the top board until Round 4 having won his 

first 3 games. I lost my 1st game, recovered to 4/5 and finally achieved the same score as Martin 4/6. 

We were both a little disappointed as we were graded towards the top of our respective sections 

though we didn’t disgrace ourselves either. The GM’s meanwhile continued their battle. Mickey lost 

to Carlsen after commentators agreed he was nearly winning at one point. Carlsen really showed his 

supreme fighting qualities this weekend and only on the Sunday did it transpire that he’d been ill 

with a virus all week.  



Day Three 

Myself, Martin and Mark played in the Super Blitz (3 minutes + 2 second increments). We were in 16 

player all-play-all sections with GM’s and IM’s and promising juniors spread evenly across 28 

different sections. The top two in each group proceeded to the knock out stages. None of us shone 

brightly and the experience of having to play super fast for 16 games was frantic. At one point I lost 5 

games in a row, and wondered why I had opted for such humiliation!  Martin had similar misfortune 

to me but he then beat the top Irish junior, grade 2150 (about 193 ECF), in an adrenaline-soaked 

endgame, and this put a smile on his face for the rest of the day!  Mark meanwhile clearly enjoyed 

the event enormously, relishing the challenge, playing quickly and giving even the top players a real 

scare.  We were all eliminated before the knockout stage of course, and so we could enjoy watching 

the GM’s in action. David Howell won through two “Armageddon” games (White has 5 minutes vs 

Black’s 4 minutes but has to win) and made the final where he was beaten by the higher rated 

Venezuelan GM, Edoardo Iturrizaga.   

We then adjourned to see the last rites of the Classic where Carlsen’s virus finally got the better of 

him as he blundered against Nepomniatchi who then lost the play off to Caruana. Nevertheless 

Carlsen won the overall Grand Chess Tour. 

 
 

London Chess Classic winner Fabiano Caruana being interviewed for Chess 24 by Maurice Ashley 
 

It was a tough weekend of chess, hard fought, and a brilliant event. To be able to watch top level 

chess in London is a wonderful opportunity. However, I don’t think Super Blitz is my forte and if 

anyone tries such an event I strongly recommend training specifically for the time limit as 3 minutes, 

even with 2 second increments, just slips by...... 

(Many thanks to Mark Cockerton for the photos) 

 

 

 



Simon Bartlett Memorial Congress, 26th – 28th January 2018 – Report by Andy Proudfoot 

 

The Simon Bartlett Memorial Congress took place in Torquay at the Livermead House Hotel over the 

weekend of 26-28 January. As Simon was known for his loud Hawaiian shirts it included a 'loudest 

shirt' contest on the Saturday, which was judged by the hotel manager. Some of the entrants are 

shown above. 

Plymouth Chess Club sent along a crack squad of 9 players to take on the best of the west. 

There were four sections in all. Plymouth was not represented in the Open, but it was interesting to 

watch GM Keith Arkell fight back from a surprise 2nd round loss to finish joint 1st on 4/5. 

In the Major, (U 170), Plamen Sivrev and Michael Stinton-Brownridge performed well and pretty 

much to grade, and Terry Wang (moving up a couple of sections since his 1st place in the Foundation 

section at the Torbay Congress) I think did better than his final score would suggest – I wandered 

over occasionally to see most of his games and they appeared to be pretty close affairs – apart from 

Rd 2 where Terry gave his opponent a right tonking! (I hope Megan gets the score of that game to 

post on the website). 

In the Intermediate (U 140) Clifford Peach succumbed to a single loss and nicely out-performed his 

grade. 

The Minor (U 120) saw a set of five Plymouth players vying for the prize-money: Tony Tatam, Geoff 

Banks, Andy Proudfoot, Roy Greenhalgh and John Dean. Tony finished top of the Plymouth Pops in 

joint 2nd on 4/5. The much-anticipated heavyweight slugfest between Tony and myself in Rd 3 

quickly turned into a grandmasterly draw (thanks Tony), and Geoff skilfully outmanoeuvred me in Rd 

4 – and ended the tournament on 3/5 with only a single loss to the eventual winner. In fact there 

were only five losses amongst all five of us in this section, so a strong result all-round I think! 

In the most important competition of the weekend, the Loudest Shirt, I thought myself and Tony 

could claim a slight edge, but we both lost out to winner Ian Rescorla of Bude 

 



East Devon Chess Congress 23rd - 25th February – Report by Martin Quinn 

No GMs played this year (last year there were two) but a very decent field in the Open nevertheless 

with 11 players over 190 grade headed by IM Jack Rudd (226).  The top board results went according 

to form with Rudd on 4 pts meeting Dominic Mackle on 3.5 pts in the last round.  A draw meant 

Rudd took home the £200 1st prize, Mackle £140 for 2nd and a whopping 11 players finished in joint 

3rd place on 3.5pts. 

With a relatively low grade limit in the Major (155), a number of players who would normally play in 

Major sections instead found themselves in the Open.  Plymouth was represented by Terry Wang 

and Mick Stinton-Brownbridge and both more than did themselves justice at the Open level.  Terry 

continued his meteoric rise, from winning the Torbay Minor in November, to taking the u160 grading 

prize in this Open with a 50% score and a 175 grading performance.  His results included a draw with 

against 191 graded opponent and a win against Adam Hussain, the star of junior chess in Cornwall.  

Mick also played exceptionally well against tough opposition including beating 192 graded Peter 

Anderson and finishing on 2 pts and a 174 grade performance.  Well done Terry and Mick. 

Last year in the Major David Archer from South Hams took 1st place with 4.5pts and this year he did 

even better winning all five games without ever looking in trouble.  A great performance for 

someone who has only been playing competitive chess for 3 years.  Plymouth players in the Major 

were not on their best form and your reporter’s results were abject, but for the record their final 

scores were Rob Wilby 2pts, Martin Quinn and Clifford Peach 1.5 pts. 

In the Minor we had greater success with Roy Greenhalgh (playing with his South Hams hat on) 

sharing joint 1st place as six players finished on 4 pts.  Well done Roy.  John Dean finished just out of 

the prize money on 3.5 pts and Graham A Mill-Wilson on 2 pts. 

One of the above players who I think will remain nameless had a stroke on very unexpected luck 

when his opponent took their own rook! The game continued without either player immediately 

spotting this unusual error.  Our chap’s opponent eventually resigned in a state of some puzzlement, 

unable to understand why he was so behind on material! (see Arbiting Matters section below) 

The Exeter Corn Exchange is a very good venue for a congress with a large playing area, big enough 

for all three sections to play in good conditions and a bar outside serving drinks and food all day and 

providing space for post-game analysis.  An awful lot of players took a bye on the Friday evening and 

the organisers are considering making it a two day event with 3 games on the Saturday.  That would 

make for a very intense time but I would personally prefer it as taking a bye does feel unsatisfactory. 

Club events 

2nd Social evening, 29th November: Exchange chess 

Wikipedia states: 

Exchange chess is a popular chess variant played on two chessboards by four players in teams of two. 

Normal chess rules apply, except that captured pieces on one board are passed on to the teammate 

on the other board, who then has the option of putting these pieces on his or her board. The game is 



usually played at a fast time control; this, together with the passing and dropping of pieces, can 

make the game look chaotic and random to the casual onlooker. 

Twelve brave players assembled for the evening’s fun.  Pairs of players were put together starting 

with the highest rated player being paired with the lowest rated, through to the pairing of the two 

mid-ranked players.  This system created the level playing field intended, and although I am not sure 

anyone was following the scoring, the evening ended after five all-play-all rounds with 3 teams on 3 

points and 3 on 2 points – no draws!  The games produced weird problem type set ups such as three 

bishops lined up on the same diagonal and the scary sight of four rooks (of the same colour) on the 

seventh rank.  The highlight for me however were the team conversations – listening to Tony trying 

to get Gary to pass over his captured pieces had me in stitches! 

Club Xmas Rapidplay and raffle, 18th December 

Eighteen players turned out for this popular event and a fun evening was had by all.  Andrei Rozanov 

was held to two draws but still took top place in the Rapidplay with 5 pts from the six rounds.  In 

joint second place on 4.5 pts were Mick Stinton-Brownbridge, Ben Wilkinson and Rob Wilby. 

The raffle prize table was well stocked with wine and chocolates (what a healthy bunch we are) and 

£150 was raised for club funds. 

Tony was thanked for the smooth running of the Rapidplay and Derek for organising the raffle and 

there was a round of applause for both. 

3rd Social evening, 31st January: Kriegspiel – report by Nick Butland 

Given the size of the vote to continue informal evenings, January’s attendance was a little 

disappointing, but maybe a few were unduly daunted by the prospect of not being able to see their 

opponent’s moves. Surprising, because we already seem to have quite a number in the club who 

don’t take any notice of what’s going on the other side of the board, but there you go. 

Kriegspiel is a very intensive game – it’s really a game for 3 with the arbiter playing a crucial part. As 

well as managing your own pieces & not moping as they almost randomly disappear from the board, 

you have to watch your clock without any idea what’s happening on your opponent’s. But it’s ideal 

for wheeling out those analogue clocks we thought we’d never use again. This was shown in a game 

where Terry Wang completely outplayed Tony Tatam over the board but couldn’t find his king to 

deliver checkmate. Tony’s draw offer was met with a shriek of “Yes” we didn’t know the lad had in 

him as he played 10 moves in the last minute. Megan’s contrasting attitude to her clock went badly 

with the flag falling before she could get to grips with Greg Read. 

Having seen what was involved (& me struggling to cope with just 2 games), Tony stepped out after 

a few moves of the second round to let John James have a try. At this period we were entertained by 

another member of the club (identity withheld) who “just didn’t get it”, but we will certainly call on 

if anyone should invent single-handed chess. I was left to control a game between Terry & Megan. 

You have to understand that pawns can travel very quietly on an open file, so it was amusing that 

Megan managed to eliminate Terry’s (first) queen just as he promoted another. However, that also 

had a limited lifespan & it was only queen number 3 which finished the game in his favour. I didn’t 



see much of Greg Read’s win against the Tatam/James collaboration, but congratulations to him as 

best performer on the evening. 

Next informal evening will be March 28th & this time I promise it will be light-hearted, so do bring a 

friend along ready for a 7 pm start. 

Devon & Torbay Leagues 

*This indicates using Jan 2018 gradings 

DCCA Mamhead league 10th February 2018 
Teignmouth Grade Result Grade Plymouth 
W Ingham 163 1-0 181 D Twine 
M Wilson 164 0-1 161 P Sivrev 
C Doige 108 0-1 154 M Stinton-Brownbridge 
I Henry 122 ½-½ 140 R Wilby 

Match result      1½-2½       
 

 

Captain’s comments:  We finally won (!), clearly dominating through the match. Mick opened the 
score, in a game, where he gradually built up advantage and was 2 pawns up in the endgame, and 
although David's risky game didn't bring him luck on this occasion, Plamen also managed to win in an 
interesting position with opposite coloured bishops and 2 rooks. Finally Rob's draw secured the 
victory, leaving us in a great position, considering the result from the first match (4-0 win over S 
Hams on default). 3 more games to go- vs N. Abbot, Exmouth and Barnstaple. 
 
DCCA Mamhead league 10th February 2018 
Barnstaple Grade Result Grade Plymouth 
J Rudd (IM) 215 1-0 181 D Twine 
S Coutu-Oughton 149 0-1 161 P Sivrev 
J Munsey 135 0-1 154 M Stinton-Brownbridge 
M Dow 124 0-1 140 R Wilby 

Match result      1-3       
 

 

Captain’s comments:  Again we got a comfortable win. We outgraded them on 3 lower boards, 
which started to show off very soon. Both Mick and Rob gradually built advantage against their 
opponents and the question was who would finish first. It was Mick, followed shortly by Rob. David 
Twine was at least as strong, as his much higher rated opponent on the day. In a very sharp and 
complicated game, full of tactics, where he was probably a lot better in some moments, he finally 
got in a position, where he had excellent chances for a draw. Unfortunately all that cost him 
enormous amount of efforts and nearly all his time. With just a minute on the clock, playing on the 
increment, while his opponent had 1:23 hrs on the clock, David blundered a pawn and lost the game 
so misfortunately. And finally after I defended through most of the game, eventually my opponent 
missed a simple tactics, which ended the game immediately. 
 
The final 2 games are on 21st April and 12th May. 
 

 

 



In the TCL Knockout Semi-Final, Plymouth won 4-2 away to Torquay BGS, with all the players 

returning down the A38 unbeaten. 

TCL KO Semi-Final           17th January 2018  

Torquay BGS         Grade     Result     Grade      Plymouth 

Vignesh Ramesh       164        ½-½        140        Rob Wilby 

Benjamin Sturt          116        ½-½        110        Andrew Wright 

Jakub Kubiak              98          ½-½        106        Andy Proudfoot 

Ben Sanders-Wyatt   89          ½-½        112       John Dean  

Luke Glasson              84          0 - 1       114        Tony Tatam 

Jakub Blackhurst       51           0 - 1         95        Gary Behan 

                       Match result       2 - 4 

 

 Plymouth are at home to Torbay in the TCL Final on Monday 16th April. 

 

Torbay League Division 1 27th November 2017 
Plymouth Grade Result Grade Newton Abbot 
P Sivrev 161 0-1 179 S Levy 
M Stinton-Brownbridge 154 ½-½ 154 D Archer 
M Quinn 146 0-1 156 J Schofield 
R Wilby 140 1-0 128 P MConnell 

Match result 1½-2½ 
 

  

 
Torbay League Division  1 

25th January 2018* 

Newton Abbot Grade Result Grade Plymouth 
T Thynne 174 1-0 - Default 
S Homer 181 1-0 158 M Stinton-Brownbridge 
A Brusey 172 ½-½ 145 M Quinn 
C Howard 160 1-0 112 A Proudfoot 

Match result      3½-½        
 

Captain’s comments: Due to availability problems we were always struggling to get a team together 

for this fixture and things got worse when we lost our top board on the day of match. As we were 

outgraded on the three boards we played by almost 100 pts, the fact that we avoided a whitewash 

we can take as a small victory! 

 
Torbay League Division  1 

15 February 2018* 

South Hams Grade Result Grade Plymouth 
S Levy 182 0-1 214 N Crickmore 
D Archer 154 1-0 158 M Stinton-Brownbridge 
J Schofield 138 1-0 134 B Medhurst 
B Wilkinson 137 0-1 136 R Wilby 

Match result      2-2        
 

 



In the TCL Division 3, Plymouth hosted South Hams, who fielded, quite within their rights, an 

ungraded player with an estimated grade of 40. But who gave him that estimate and based on how 

many games played. Even stranger is the fact that other players in the South Hams have never even 

seen him at their Club, let alone even heard of him. In the past teams have deliberately fielded 3 

strong players on top 3 boards and thrown away their bottom board hoping to get the match win on 

those top 3 boards. However, Plymouth, despite being heavily outgraded on the top 3 boards, duly 

sent South Hams back home with their tails between their legs.       

          

TCL Division 3           14th February 2018   

Plymouth               Grade     Result     Grade     South Hams 

 Rob Wilby                   140        ½-½        158        James Schofield 

John Dean                   112        0 - 1        138        Ben Wilkinson 

Andrew Wright           110        1 - 0        128       Phil McConnell 

Andy Proudfoot          106        1 - 0         e40      Devrim Phaneuf  

                       Match result    2½ - 1½ 

 

In the next match, Plymouth travelled to Torquay to take on the Boys at the Grammar School. 

Graham was first to finish and put Plymouth 1-0 up in a game that he clearly should have lost with 

Luke overlooked winning Graham’s Queen. Tony came apart against Jakub in the end game and the 

scores were level at 1-1. John beat Ben and Plymouth were back in the lead. All eyes were now 

around Rob’s game who appeared to have the upper hand being a pawn up. However, Ben Sturt 

turned the game around and from a pawn down was now 2 pawns up. In the endgame Ben had a 

Rook and the two pawns were on opposite sides of the board against Rob’s solitary Rook. However, 

Rob played brilliantly to force the draw that gave Plymouth the match points. A very fortunate 

match win indeed.  

TCL Division 3           21st February 2018 

Plymouth               Grade     Result     Grade     South Hams 

 Ben Sturt                 116        ½-½         140        Rob Wilby 

Jakub Kubiak             98        1 - 0          114        Tony Tatam 

Ben Sanders-Wyatt   89        0 - 1         112        John Dean 

Luke Glasson             84        0 - 1         104        Graham Mill Willson  

                       Match result    1½ - 2½ 
 
TCL Division 4                Captain’s report:    In the Torbay League, Plymouth are just a step away from 

becoming Division 4 Champions and are currently in pole position having won all six games played. A 

win or draw in either of their two remaining fixtures, away to Teignmouth and home to South Hams, 

will leave them uncatchable. (see 13 March news below) 

TCL Division 4                23rd November 2017 

South Hams        Grade     Result     Grade      Plymouth 

Dennis Russell       118         ½-½        114        Tony Tatam 

Alan Davies            92           ½-½        106        Andy Proudfoot 

James Savage        88           0 - 1        104        Graham Mill-Wilson 

John Belli               76           0 - 1         94          Derek Scantlebury 

                     Match result     1 - 3 



 TCL Division 4                 11th December 2017 

Plymouth                Grade     Result     Grade     Teignmouth 

Philip Lochhead        109         0 - 1        84         Alan Webster    

Andy Proudfoot        106         1 - 0       83          Ray Chubb 

Gary Behan                95          1 - 0        67          Michael White   

Derek Scantlebury     94         1 - 0        64          Ken Haden-Sadler 

                      Match result       3 - 1        

 

TCL Division 4                 29th January 2018 

Plymouth                Grade     Result     Grade     Newton Abbot 

Andrew Wright           110         1 - 0        111        Michael Hussey    

Andy Proudfoot          106         0 - 1         90         Evan McMullan 

Graham Mill-Wilson   104        1 - 0          50        Subra Narayanan   

Gary Behan                  95          1 - 0          51        Ash Williams 

                      Match result       3 - 1        

 
A game from the above match: 
White Mike Hussey  Black Andrew Wright  
 
Annotated (& punctuated!) by Andrew Wright. ‘The game I should have lost’. 
(Additional notes by Ed. with the benefit of Engine analysis) 
 
1.d4 Nf6   2.Bf4 c5   3.e3 g6  4.Nd2 Bg7   5.c3 cxd4   6.exd4 0–0   7.Be2 d5   8.g4 Nc6   9.h4 Ne4   
10.g5 e5   11.dxe5 Nxe5   12.h5 Nxg5   13.hxg6 fxg6   14.Be3 Bf5  
 

 
 
15.Ngf3  
f4 wins apiece for white very little compensation. 
(Ed.  f4 can be refuted: e.g. 15.f4 Nd3+ 16.Bxd3 Bxd3 17.fxg5 Qe7 18.Rh3 Rae8 19.Qb3 Qxg5 20.0–0–
0 Rxe3 21.Rxe3 Qxe3) 
 
15.....Ngxf3+    16.Nxf3 Ng4   17.Nd4 Nxe3   18.fxe3 Be4   19.Bf3 Qg5   20.Kd2 Bxd4   21.Bxe4  
 



 
 
21.....Bxe3+  
(Ed. The Engine announces mate in 7 after Qxe3+ or Rf2+) 
22.Kc2 dxe4   23.Qd7 Qg2+ ???? 
(Ed. It wasn’t that bad!) 
24.Kb3 Rf7   25.Qd5 Bf4 !!!! 
(Ed. It wasn’t that good!) 
 

 
 
26.Rxh7!! Raf8   27.Rah1 Qg5 !!  28.Rh8+ Kg7   29.R1h7+ Kf6   30.Rxf7+ Rxf7   31.Qd8+ Kf5   32.Qc8+ 
Ke5   33.Re8+ Re7   34.Qc5+ Ke6   35.Qc4+ Kf6   36.Rf8+ Kg7   37.Qg8+ Kh6  
Safe 
38.Qc4 Be5 !!  39.Qxe4 Kg7   40.Rf2 Bxc3 !!!  41.Qc4 Bf6   42.a4 Qg3+   43.Ka2 Qxf2   White Resigns 
 

 

TCL Division 4                    7th February 2018 

Torquay BGS        Grade     Result     Grade      Plymouth 

Oliver Mortimer       102         0 - 1        114         Tony Tatam 

Zak Cash                    100         0 - 1        106         Andy Proudfoot 

Tom Lewis                 53           0 - 1        104         Graham Mill-Wilson 

Dylan Edwards         50            0 - 1         95          Gary Behan 

                     Match result     0 - 4 

 



TCL Division 4               13th March 2018 

Teignmouth           Grade     Result     Grade      Plymouth 

Charles Doidge        108         1 - 0         114        Tony Tatam 

David Landricombe   88          ½-½          106         Andy Proudfoot 

Brian Stuart                90           0 - 1         104        Graham Mill-Wilson 

Michael White            67          ½-½           95          Gary Behan 

                      Match result      2 - 2 

 

Plymouth became Champions of the TCL Division 4 following a hard fought draw at Teignmouth. 

Graham gave Plymouth an early lead and Gary then struggled to a draw after being a pawn up for 

most of the game. Tony blundered from what was a drawn position to even the match up and finally, 

Andy, with a pawn advantage, was forced to accept a draw when unable to force the win in the little 

time he had left on his clock. 

With 6½ / 7, and just one match remaining, Plymouth cannot be caught.  

 

 
Torbay Rapidplay League 

18th January 2018 

Plymouth Grade Result Grade Newton Abbot 
A Brusey 168 1½-½ 161 M Stinton-Brownbridge 
V Ramesh 155 1½-½ 146 M Quinn  
A Kinder 159 1-1 138 R Wilby 
K Raine 70 0-2 109 T Tatam 

Match result 4 -4   

Captain’s comments: Both teams fielded the same four players as in November’s drawn match with 

exactly the same overall result.  This time however we needed two wins by Tony to bring home a 

point. Rob’s games were as exciting as ever, winning his first game having handled the time pressure 

well.  His second game was the last of the match to finish and he was a little unlucky not to get the 

half point we needed for an overall win.  

 
Torbay Rapidplay League 

19th February 2018 

Plymouth Grade Result Grade South Hams 
M Stinton-Brownbridge 161 1-1 148 B Wilkinson 
M Quinn  146 0-2 142 D Archer 
R Wilby 138 2-0 124 R Greenhalgh 
T Tatam 109 2-0 114 J Fowler 

Match result 5 -3   
 

Captain’s comments: Following two draws against Newton Abbot this win keeps us in contention 

with just the away match against South Hams to be played.  The match was won by Rob and Tony 

bringing home all four points on the bottom two boards.  No captain’s performance on board 2 

unfortunately despite my opponent only avoiding a flag fall by one second in game 2. 

 
 
 



Devon Chess 

Somerset v Devon   25th November 2017 

Two matches took place alongside each other, the 16 board 1st team and the 12 board under 160 

team.  The 1st team won by the narrowest of margins, drawing 7.5 each on the 15 games played but 

bagging a point as a result of one Somerset player defaulting.  The under 160’s had a comfortable 

8.5 to 3.5 victory. Following the win over Cornwall three weeks earlier, this victory won the Wayling 

Cup for Devon for 2017/18.  Congratulations to Rob Wilby on a successful first season as county 

under 160 captain. 

The 1st team had no Plymouth players but in the under-160 team our results were as follows: 

Strong C 144 1-0 Butland N 150       
Fewkes  J 141 0-1 Quinn M 146       
Radford B 133 ½-½ Wilby R  138      
Baker M 133 ½-½ Hart-Davis A 135 
 
Devon v Gloucestershire    20th January 2018 
 
This match just involved the 1st teams and there were no Plymouth players involved although former 
Plymouthian John Stephens won on board 3 for Devon.  Devon won this 16 board match 10 – 6 
although the results were rather unbalanced.  Gloucestershire’s top half was strong and they won on 
the top six boards by 3.5 – 2.5.  However their bottom half was much weaker than Devon’s and their 
last two boards were lost by default. 
 
Inter- Area Jamboree  ISCA Centre, Exeter  14th January 2018 – report by Martin Quinn 
 
The West Devon team made up of players from the Plymouth and South Hams clubs has a good 
track record in this event in which 12 player teams with a maximum team grade of 1650 from the 
four areas of Devon (or three as the North rarely fields a team) compete, and the West was last 
year’s winner.  After the first four results were in things seemed to be going as well as could be 
expected with two wins and two draws.  As results continued to come is the match became very 
close.  Captain Tony was working out possible outcomes and was getting advice from those watching 
the remaining games that I was on course to win with White against Josh Blackmore playing for the 
South.  By move 31 the position had reached: 
 

 



 
Although only 2 pawns up White has such control that Fritz gives a plus assessment to White of 6.5 – 
virtually a won game.  I was mentally patting myself on the back.  Six sub-optimal moves later the 
position was: 
 

 
 
Fritz still gives White an advantage of 3.9 but what followed was the sort of thing that gives chess 
players sleepless nights: 
 
38.Qc7?? (Be2 then Qc7 would have been fine) Bd8 39.Qg7? (Qxd6 would have been best but 
miserable) Qf4+ - with mate a move away White resigns. 
 
Megan had the misfortune to play the last game to finish which meant her board was surrounded by 
the usual crowd of fidgeting spectators.  In a very tricky ending Megan had rook, knight and three 
pawns against rook and four pawns.  Megan kept her opponent’s King on the back rank and as the 
pawns came off, worked to create a mating position – according to onlookers she did so but 
overlooked a mate in one!  Her opponent’s King escaped the back rank and with the last pawn off 
the board a draw was agreed. 
 
A case of what might have been for West Devon.   
 
South won the event with 7.5pts, with East on 5.5pts and West on 5pts.  The West’s results in full: 

 
WHITE Result BLACK 

 

East 2 Scott, Chris J  160 ½ - ½ O'Brien, Megan E  159 West 1 

West 2 Schofield, James  156 0 - 1 Wilson, Matthew R  161 South 2 

South 3 Brusey, Alan W  158 ½ - ½ Stinton-Brownbridge MH  154 West 3 

West 4 Butland, Nick J 150 1 - 0 Hafstad, Leif 159 East 3 

West 5 Quinn, Martin  146 0 - 1 Blackmore, Joshua P  143 South 5 

East 6 Southall, Christopher M  e135 1 - 0 Wilby, Robert G  140 West 6 

West 7 Hart-Davis, Adam  135 1 - 0 Marjoram, William T  128 East 7 

South 8 Cockerton, Mark J  125 ½ - ½ McConnell, Phil J  128 West 8 



East 9 Bacon, Nicholas  124 1 - 0 Tatam, Anthony  114 West 9 

West 10 Dean, John E  112 0 - 1 Ariss, John  115 South 9 

South 12 Kennedy-Bruyneels, Isaac  65 ½ - ½ Crickmore, E Alan  108 West 11 

West 12 Proudfoot, Andy  106 1 - 0 Aldwin, Brian  88 East 12 

 

Secretary’s Update 

 I would like to congratulate young Terry Wang on taking over the top position in the 
Bloodworth league recently.  Terry’s mum Clare is such a nice person and Terry is a 
credit to her, a pity that they will be returning to China at the end of the season as I 
would like to have seen how Terry would have fared in the Ron Bruce league.   

 My thanks to everyone who responded positively to my request to get their strong 
K.O. matches played early as this is a great help to me in trying to make sure that the 
finals will be played before the end of the season.    

 According to the league tables, club matches are well in hand and hopefully most if 
not all of them should be played by the club’s closing date. 

 Almost all members have now taken to using the new digital clocks and Tony is 
always willing to give advice to anyone (including me) on how to set them up. 

 

Arbiting Matters    by Tony Tatam (ECF Arbiter) 

Expect the Unexpected ! 

In the recent East Devon Chess Congress, an unusual incident happened which most players would 

probably never see in a lifetime. This was the position reached after White played 32.Qd2 

 

 
 

In this position Black has a straightforward win with (32... Rxc1+,  33.Rxc1 Rxc1+,  34.Qxd1 Ne3+,  

35.Kg1 Qg2++) but he lost, because, during the exchange of Rooks, he inadvertently ‘captured’ his 

own Rook. In other words he removed his own Rook from the board and was totally unaware of 

what he had done. Before the exchange there was no doubt that he was in a winning position. 

However, after the exchange and during the latter stages he could not fathom out how he had gone 



from winning to losing. There was no help from his score sheet, as at the time of the exchange of 

Rooks, he did not record the moves clearly or correctly. It was only after the game when talking to 

other players who had been watching that he learnt of his demise.  This incident became much 

talked about, so as a matter of interest, if your opponent was to capture his own Rook, or any other 

of his own pieces for that matter, what would you do?  (see ‘Self harm’ in the Trivia section below) 

When promoting to Queen is not allowed 

At the same Congress, in the Open section, on board 4, two players were each down to under two 

minutes remaining on their clocks. I was observing the game when one player promoted a pawn to 

the 8th rank and replaced it with an upside down Rook.  I immediately stepped in, paused the clock, 

turned the Rook up the right way, and informed the player as he had placed a Rook, albeit upside 

down, on the board then it was a Rook and not a Queen.  The correct procedure, if you wish to 

promote to a Queen and there isn’t one to hand, is to pause the clock, inform your opponent of your 

actions, and ask an Arbiter to find you a Queen.  

An illegal move 

The most common call that I have experienced as an Arbiter is when a player makes an illegal move 

when his King is in check. If the piece touched, can either block the check, or, capture the checking 

piece then that piece must be moved. Failing that then the player is free to move any other piece on 

the board. 

Just six months after the new Laws of Chess were published, FIDE produced a new revision in 

January 2018. The main change being that the first illegal move in Rapidplay and Blitz does not now 

result in the loss of the game. The new law states that after the first illegal by a player, his opponent 

is awarded an extra two minutes. The second illegal move by the same player results in the loss of 

the game. 

The penalty for an illegal move is now the same for Standardplay, Rapidplay and Blitz. 

 

Here are the applicable extracts from the Laws of Chess January 2018 

 

 7.5.1 An illegal move is completed once the player has pressed his clock. If during a game it is found 

that an illegal move has been completed, the position immediately before the irregularity shall be 

reinstated. If the position immediately before the irregularity cannot be determined, the game shall 

continue from the last identifiable position prior to the irregularity. Articles 4.3 and 4.7 apply to the 

move replacing the illegal move. The game shall then continue from this reinstated position. 

7.5.35 After the action taken under Article 7.5.1, 7.5.2, 7.5.3 or 7.5.4 for the first completed illegal 

move by a player, the arbiter shall give two minutes extra time to his opponent; for the second 

completed illegal move by the same player the arbiter shall declare the game lost by this player. 

However, the game is drawn if the position is such that the opponent cannot checkmate the player’s 

king by any possible series of legal moves. 

 

 

 



Upcoming events (events at the club in bold) 

4th Social evening, March 28th - Some kind of progressive chess??!! 

71st West of England Chess Union Congress, Friday 30th March to Sunday Monday 2nd April at Manor 

Hotel, Exmouth 

37th Teignmouth Rapidplay, Trinity School, Teignmouth - 14th April  

The 29th FROME CHESS CONGRESS   May 18th - 20th Selwood Academy, Frome, Somerset  

Trivia and Miscellany 

Maróczy Bind       Many chess openings and variations are named after those who first played 

them or those who made a major contribution to the theory.  Recently I was looking at the Maróczy 

Bind pawn formation, mainly featuring in the Sicilian Defence, characterised by white pawns on c4 

and e4.  The bind is named after the Hungarian grandmaster Géza Maróczy however I found out that 

there being no known games where Maróczy played it as White. The first game to feature the bind 

was Swiderski–Maróczy, Monte Carlo 1904.  So it was the now virtually unknown German Rudolf 

Swiderski who was responsible for its introduction.  Swiderski sadly committed suicide shortly after 

his 31st birthday.  Surely there is a good case for re-naming it the Swiderski Bind in memory of the 

poor chap. 

Self harm           As reported above, the recent East Devon Congress witnessed a player 

losing from a winning position by inadvertently taking one of his own pieces.  Such errors are not 

limited to beginners and club players.  In the book The Joys of Chess, Christian Hesse reports this has 

occurred on a number of occasions at much higher level chess, amongst the culprits was Ratmir 

Kholmov, a world top 10 player in the early 1960s.  However the ultimate act of self harm in chess 

was committed by US Master Tony Deutsch, once while playing with Black, he chose to pick up a 

White Bishop and checkmated himself! 

Legal loophole     We know that certain accountancy firms use legal loopholes to confuse the 

taxman and help their rich clients avoid paying tax.  Well certain chess problem composers have 

used legal loopholes to confuse problem solvers.  In this position it was once theoretically possible to 

say ‘White to move and mate in one’.  The loophole has now been closed and there is no longer a 

mate in one.  What was the solution? 

 


